Mounting Options:

1. Surface Mount
   Use the supplied fasteners to attach to your application.

2. Flush Mount
   A. Groove
      Cut a groove 1/2" deep by 1 1/4" wide to accept the track.
   B. Build-up
      Use 1/2" thick material on either side of a surface-mounted track to create a flush mount.

3. T-slot Mount
   Use standard 1/4-20 fasteners (user supplied) to attach via the T-slot located under the scale.

Applications:

Workbench
- Use T-track PLUS in your workbench top to easily locate your favorite clamping fixture.

Jigs & Fixtures
- Use T-track PLUS to position a hold-down to specialty jigs and fixtures.

Drill Press
- T-track PLUS in your drill press table lets you position and lock down the fence as well as clamping fixtures.
- T-track PLUS in the fence locates and locks a stop positioner in place.

Upgrade your Miter Gauge Fence
- Front-mounted T-track PLUS lets you position a stop, while rear-mounted track lets you slide fence left or right on your miter gauge.

Applications:

Attach stops, guards, jigs, fixtures and hold-downs. Use your INCRA T-track PLUS on the workbench or drill press.